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Abstract. 

The paper addresses an analysis of two elenlents 
necessary for vision systems for blinds ant1 
robots definition. One of them is an analysis of 
some nlost popular and advanced projects of 
technological assistances for blinds' independent 
and secure displacetnents in non-cooperating 
environment,. Thc sccond is an analysis of 
human scene perception characteristics. The 
analysis results in concel)tual principle definitioil 
whicll should be integrated in technological 
assistance for blinds based on artificial vision 
only. Intelligent glasses, presented in this paper, 
are one of them. The intelligent glasses offer a 
global environment perception, fixed and 
nloving obstacles detection, and tactile 
representation of them. Rlilids can than know at 
any time, by sillall tactile interface fast scauling , 
wllere is the free place in their nearest spatial 
neighbourl~ood. All the environment analysis 
and interpretation are based upon two (general, 
and not orlly stereo) images. 

The proposed system clesign principles can be 
easily simplified for humanoid robots. 

1. Introduction. 

There is nlorc than 180 nlillions of 
blinds over the world, ant!, according to the 
U'orld Health Organisation [OhIS 19991, the 
worlcl population becoluing older, this number 
will double in next twfenty years. Consequently, 
with teclmology progresses (especially with thc 

advent of nano-technologies) it seems possible 
to envisage intelligent systems, light and not 
expensive, which can help blinds to move in 
independent and safe way in any (not only co- 
operating) environtnent. 

This paper proposes an overview of 
some, nlost pro~nising and advancecl prototypes 
of ccvision systems~ for blinds, and points out 
possibilities for new device clesign integrating 
the latest teclulology progresses, especially in the 
development of nano-technology. 

The paper is organised as follows. 
Section 2 proposes an analysis of s o n ~ e  most 
popular and advanced projects of technological 
assistances for blinds. Section 3 provides sonle 
essential characterisation of human scene 
perception system. Section 4 proposes a 
definition of a non-invasive vision system for 
blinds, named intelligent glasses, and based upon 
principles listed in section 3. Section 5 
encoinpasses some final remarks and addres5es 
the project status. 

3. Analysis of some technological assistances 
for blinds. 

There have been several vision aids 
designed for the blinds so far ([BachOO], PBOO], 
[GP95], Fn/iN94], . . .). They can be classified in 
two groups : invasive and no11 invasive systems. 

Illvasive systems establish the physical 
contact between human body convenient part 



and hardware device. Invasive systems can be of 
two types : one trying to quantitatively improve 
the human eye perception by electric stimulatio~~ 
of the optical nerve, and second which 
electrically stimulate different parts of human 
body (stomach, back, . . .) according to the fact 
that the brain is able to correctly interpret 
different representations of the same 
information transfonned into coi~venient electric 
signal patterns (@acl172]). 

The Esprit MIVIP project (MIcrosystem 
based Visual Prosthesis) Esp991 aiins to design 
a prosthesis prototype which will be directly 
connected to optical nerve ; via stimulation of 
non totally destroyed nerve, the blurred image 
can be transmitted to the brain and interpreted. 

The Oslo University (Slveden) vision 
systenl for blinds uses the S rays in order to 
improve the quality of images registered by the 
sick optical nerve. 

Non-invasive systenls are based upon 
sensory substitution. The sensory substitution 
most frequently used are : sight -> vibrations. 
sight -> sound, sight -> electrotactile (skin) 
stimulations, sight --> tongue electrotactile 
stimulation,. . . 

These systei~ls are also designed by 
electronic travels aids (ETA). Frequenlly, the 
ETA try to improve a classic white cane by 
integration of new sensors (laser, sonar, 
odometry, compass, GPS, . . . ). Additional sensors 
guide blinds when they move via local obstacle 
avoidance. 

hlitchigan University : NavChair, 
Navbclt, Guide cane ([Bor97], [FBE94]) ; Sonic 
guide ([Kay85]) ; Paris 6 University, Robot 
guide Dog ([MKI93]) ... are few examples of 
such Robotics aids ([GP95], [FhlN94] ). The 
Kobe Design Research Instihlte cane associated 
with blinds' intelligent guide on sidewalks will 
provide to blinds inore static ccsocialn data 
implemented on our streets. They allow also 
blinds to continuously follow the classic guide 
([Hir99]), when they move. European 
Universities Consortiunl MOBIC system 
([FROO]) tries to assist blinds displacements by 
providing them tools using "train principle" : 

once the blind "on board", helshe cannot change 
the final goal to reach, thus helslie cannot 
progressively learn hislher environment, and 
increase hislher autonomy. 

All non-invasive systems provide the 
local knowledge of environment ; the (nearly) 
global (similar to human) environment 
perception should be obtained via the 
environment scanning, what is a complex and 
time and energy consuming operation. 

Moreover, these systems provide data on 
static obstacles only, and do not detect (or event 
do not help to detect) the moving obstacles. 

Almost all of the systems are not able to 
detect all four elenlents necessary for blinds 
secure and independent displacements : 
reference surface. obstacles located in 3D space 
above the reference surface (np-stairs, hanging 
obstacles, ...), obstacles located in 3D space 
below the reference surface (holes, do~rln-stairs, 
. . . ), and finally obstacles on reference surrace. 
Usually, the systeins provide the recognition and 
assistance for first and forth obstacle types. 
Therefore, blinds learn the global environment 
after a (happy or unhappy) experience : 
obstacle (virtual or real) tonch. 

Furthermore, soine of the proposed 
ETA introduce the noise (in any sense) to the 
ei~vironment (becoming dangerous for blinds 
and for others (laser)), or simply perturb the true 
environment perception. Many of these 
systems are complex : a long and complex 
trainings (sometime even too difficult to sighted 
people !) are necessary ; moreover, the blind 
become totally depended when the system 
doesn't work anyinore (for any reason). 

How the above remarks match to human 
scene perception principles ? 

3. Some characterisation of human scene 
perception system. 

We try to identify the most pertinent 
characteristics of human image acquisition 
system. 

Two eyes facing (usually) our irloving 



direction are placed on a certain distance above 
the rvalking (reference) surface. The eyes, via 
the stereoscopy, allow to register the observed, 
(nearly) global scene very rapidely. 

The brain analysis system recovers 
depth information, object high information, and 
identifies moving and fixed objects. 

The human vision system is passive : it 
gets the infonnation from the environ~nent and 
do not produce new, environ~nent perturbing 
andlor modifying, data. 

The environment is not cooperating, i.e. 
there is no a universal >> cues implemented in it 
in order to be able to <( see >>. 

All the above characteristics should be 
includecl in vision systeins assisting blinds (or 
robots) in their displacements. 

I3owever, it seems that the vision system 
for blinds (or for robots) displacements should 
not mime exactly the human perception systems, 
nncl above all, do not provide the exact real 
nrorlcl representation. 

4. Vision system architecture - cc intelligent 
glasses D. 

figure 1 outlines the <( intelligent glasses 
)> system. 

acquision Vision system 
system interface 

Figure 1. Intelligent glasses - functional blocs. 

The whole system is defined ~vitll three 
functional blocks : 

image acquisition provides a pre- 
processed stereo-images to vision system ; it 
also enhances the quality of images; 

the vision system analyses the obtained 
images (stereo-matcl~ii~g, obstacle detection, 

moving object tracking, . . . PLCOOl], [PLC99]) 
and determines the blinds nearest global 
pertinent enviromnent representation; 

the tac t i l e  blind interface 
communicates the environment representation to 
user which can locate static and dynamic 
obstacles. 

Stereo-cameras associated with 
intelligent vision system - constihititlg 
ccintelligent glasses)> - provides global, and 
pertinent information for blinds (the usage 
of a 3D camera is prohibited because of 
their cost ; moreover, the depth infonnation 
provided by such camera can be easily 
recovered via soitle fast and reliable 
processings ([PLC99], . . . ). 

All functional blocs of intelligent 
glasses seem correspond to our present 
understanding of human vision systems 
work. 

5. Conclusion. 

This paper has proposetl few design 
principles, and a definition of a non-invasive 
vision system for blinds. By providing a 
convenient (nearest) global pertinent 
environment representation, blinds can identify 
fixed and moving obstacles, and move in secure 
way. Moreover, having a simple (internationally 
understandable) representation of their global 
nearest environment, they can plan their 
trajectory thus they get more freedom, and 
independency. 

Furthermore, the proposed system 
provides to blinds a confirmation of their 
environment understanding. Consequently, 
blinds can continue to move, even if the system 
does not work any longer. 

The proposed system offers to blinds 
the total control of their independent 
displacements, therefore they can participate 
more actively in social life (work, for example). 

Furthermore, the proposed vision 



system can be used for autonomous robots (such 
as Sony AIBO robots, cthumana robots, ...). 
Indeed, only the tactile blind interface should he 
conveniently simplified. 

The proposed system of <(intelligent 
glasses,, is under siml~lation on a PC with Java 
technology. 
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